
   

 

      

 
 

~ Post Call Notes ~ 
*Eclipse Portal ~ SPRING 2016* 

~ March 5, 2016 ~ 
 

 
            

      

 
~ Follow Up Note + Audio ~ 

      

Hi All ~  
I am so grateful for your participation the other night. I didn't want to delay the audio 
replay just because I have all the custom Post Call Goodies to put together ; -) I hope 
those of you who were there can re-listen as we covered a LOT of ground in almost 90-min 
(eek) but totally worth it! For those of you who couldn't make it live, please touch base 
after you've had a chance to listen and let me know your thoughts or responses to what I 
shared. The first hour is about the Portal, the Sign lessons/energies & additional 
activations (planetary support) and the Divinations are about 25-min and I used Tarot 
of the Spirit and Animal-Wise Tarot. IN-Joy!! 

 
Click Here for Audio 

(86-min/mp3) 
 

PS ~ As I said on the call, each of you who registered will receive your Personal 
Activations and Individual Animal Guide for the Spring Portal and I've left the 
other links below (from the pre-call note) to additional tools & resources that are all 
relevant for now ... plus adding this extra Article (from Patricia Liles) for March 8th. 
   
Here are some extra goodies you can review for guidance & support. I have put together 
some Lunar Reflections, plus an Eclipse Article (from Lorna Bevan) and 2-segments of 
my 2012 Eclipse/Node call (Overview [14-min] + Activations [6-min]) that will really 
prime the pump as you figure out how this cycle is manifesting for you. No pressure 
though, because whatever you get to is Divine guidance for you at this time, trust it! 
especially for those of you with Virgo/Pisces and Gemini/Sag or Cancer/Capricorn 
and Aries/Libra activated in your charts.  
Infinite Blessings & Deep Gratitude, 
Kelly 
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~ Post Call Note, Audio & Pertinent Links ~ 
I want to thank you for your interest in working more consciously with the SPRING 
Eclipse Portal. As I said on the call, simple awareness activates the energies within you 
and calls your SoulSelf to action, and from there, things evolve naturally. There are a few 
reminders that occurred to me as I re-listened, that I'd like to share with you. 
      

Spring & Fall bring a balance of Light & Dark each year, which gives us quite literal 
support for balance in our lives. Spring Equinox is a celebration & reclamation of that 
balance that takes into account the coming active & dynamic times, whereas Fall 
Equinox is a celebration & reclamation of that balance through pulling back & slowing 
down. We add the final LIBRA Full Moon/Lunar Eclipse (3/23)  to this and we have 
tremendous additional *magic* for resetting how we maintain balance within and how 
we create reciprocal relationships with others. 
      

Part of tracking the last 19-years is that we've now experienced Eclipses in every Sign and 
every Polarity, meaning we've learned lessons and experienced the blessings of each and 
every one and now, we get to do it again but this time consciously. The Pisces part just 
adds to that Completion Vibe that precedes the Rebirth of a new cycle, large or small 
(and we're doing both and everything in-between ; -)).  
       

As you will see in this Article I wrote for the Eclipse Portal for Spring 2013, we are 
definitely building on a theme that we discussed on our call. Those Eclipses are related to 
the current ones and the article has something for everyone as I broke it down by Families 
; -) (modalities). It is a powerful confirmation of how far you've come simply since 2012-
13 alone! But even more than that, I hope it inspires you to want to co-create with the 
current Eclipse series. You can really dream up something altogether new & delicious, 
here & now! 
     

I have created a Reading in varying formats (pdf/mp3 etc) to suit all preferences and 
budgets. That said, you can also buy them in a SET and get a little break by ordering both 
Spring & Fall Portal Readings at the same time. Let me know what resonates for you ; 
-) I'm heading to the Ocean's edge tomorrow (3/8) for an all day/all night ritual, ceremony 
& celebration. I will hold each of you in my heart & prayers.  
       

We are all moving through this Portal at the same time and will come out renewed by the 
Taurus Gate of Power (5/4), a delicious time to assess your blessings & give gratitude 
and get ready for the Lunar FLIP with two back-to-back Sag Full Moons that will 
facilitate completing the Old Story and clearing out anything you do not want as part of 
your New Story going forward.  
Infinite Blessings & Deep Gratitude, 
Kelly   

 
~ Your Personal Activations ~ 

~Available Upon Request~ 
Each Eclipse will activate an *Area of Life* (Houses) that is part of your INDIVIDUAL 
Birth Chart. It's time to break-to-realign in that *Area of Life*. Anything you are 
ready to change, has tremendous support which allows you to make great progress in a 
short amount of time. If you have additional planets or points, then it can be even more 
intense, revealing & magical!  
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~ Pertinent Links ~ 
    

—PRE-CALL— 
3.1.2016 ~ Original Invitation ~ (Archive) 
SPRING 2016 ~ Eclipses Facilitate a Break to Realign 
Pre-Call Note ~ PDF ~ (1-page/PDF) 
Pre-Call Lunar Reflections ~ PDF ~ (1-page/PDF) 
Past 2012 Eclipse Excerpts ~ Overview (14-min) & Activations  (6-min) 

—POST-CALL AUDIO— 
3.5.2016 ~ Eclipse Portal SPRING 2016 ~ Audio ~ (86-min/mp3) 
—POST-CALL NOTE— 
3.4.2016 ~ Eclipse Portal ~ Post Call Notes PDF ~ (2-page/PDF) 
Includes: Post Call Note without personal activations 

 —ADD’L TOOLS & RESOURCES— 
LIBRA Full Moon/Lunar Eclipse ~ POEM  by Kelly 
LIBRA Full Moon/April 2006 ~ IN/OUT Manifesto by Kelly 

Do you want your own Eclipse Portal Reading for SPRING 2016?  
YES!! I want to see the Details (flyer) on how I can get my own personal 
NO Thanks! but here’s a Love Offering 
Eclipse Portal Reading ~ 2016 Sample Here  ~ 
2016 Portals: March -and- Aug/Sept 
MARCH = Pisces/Libra -and- AUG/SEPT = Aquarius/Virgo/Pisces  Subscriptions Available for Your 
Custom Semi-Annual Readings 
(Set = 2 per year) 
= $25 each (PDF Only) 
= $125/set -or- $75 each (PDF +MP3) 
= $200/set -or- $125 each (PDF + MP3 + Appt w. Kelly) 
  

 
~ Bonus Material ~ 

    
Basic Lunar Tools 

Includes: Issues, Areas of Life, Questions to Contemplate, Rituals & Breathwork 
   

VIRGO Full Moon 
PISCES Super New Moon/Solar Eclipse 

LIBRA Full Moon/Lunar Eclipse 
ARIES Super New Moon 

SCORPIO Full Moon 
TAURUS Super New Moon 

 
 
 

Namaste' ~ Kelly  
https://KarmicTools.wordpress.com   

www.KarmicTools.com  
(301) 541-7695 
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